Program Requirements

Go Virtual

Go Virtual is an asynchronous and synchronous program that is combined with the enrollment of the Online Learning Studio and a series of symposium meetings. The program totals 2 weeks that include 5 days of webinar sessions that bring people and technology together.

1. **Webinars**
   Attend the webinar sessions provided by the Go Virtual program.

2. **Checklist**
   Use the Alternative Mode of Instruction checklist and apply each standard to your course.

3. **Course Alignment Blueprint**
   Use the Course Alignment Blueprint to input 2-3 full weeks that are aligned.

4. **Build and Develop**
   Build 2-3 weeks of course modules in your Fall BeachBoard course demonstrating course alignment (*please note: for your convenience the Online Course Template is available for use*).

5. **Work with Faculty Champions**
   Facilitate ongoing communication and collaboration with department and college Faculty Champions and Faculty Leads who participated in the Summer Professional Development Program Champ Camp.